The Introduction to this volume makes the case that the press of no other country combines in a single format a heady mix of real information and lowbrow entertainment, sensationalism and genuine investigative journalism, trashy gossip and well-informed analyses, political partisanship and the self-confidence to cock a snook at the rich and powerful, plus, of course, the willingness to tell their readers both uncomfortable truths and copious quantities of bovine faeces. In the digital age, we can add the function of providing a platform for readers to air their unexpurgated views and sometimes engage with one another in what is euphemistically called banter.

The eclectic nature of tabloid content is demonstrated below by looking at the three most prominent stories in the digital editions of the *Sun*, *Star*, *Mirror*, *Mail* and *Express* between 16.30 and 17.30 UK time on Friday 24 January 2020. That date was not cherry-picked; it was quite simply the afternoon when I started work on these concluding remarks. For Reuters, the most important items of world news that afternoon were the Chinese government's emergency measures to deal with the outbreak of the coronavirus in the city of Wuhan, President Trump's decision to host Israeli leaders to discuss a Middle East peace plan, and breaking news of a shooting incident in the German town of Rot am See. As regards British news, Reuters UK prioritised the view of the Metropolitan Police that live facial recognition cameras should be installed in London, the improved performance of UK businesses and the consequent unlikelihood of a cut in interest rates, and Boris Johnson's decision to convene a COBRA[^1^](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} meeting to discuss appropriate responses to the coronavirus emergency. In its 170-year history, the Reuters news agency has always sought to inform, not to amuse or titillate, and no one expects similar evaluations of newsworthiness in the tabloids.

That said, all five of the papers considered here made the coronavirus one of their most prominent news stories. That was somewhat surprising because on 24 January 2020, when we were all cramming into tube trains and meeting friends in pubs, restaurants, gyms and football grounds, we could not imagine the extent to which a mysterious illness in a faraway land would shortly have an enormous impact on our daily lives.

It has already been noted that the right-wing tabloids will not defend a conservative politician is he/she appears to have let the public down, and on the day in question the *Sun*, which a few weeks earlier had worked energetically for a Boris Johnson victory in the December 2019 election, pulled no punches in its headline: 'TOO LITTLE TOO LATE Fury at government "inaction" over deadly coronavirus hitting Britain putting thousands of lives at risk' (Matthews [@CR8]). The article reported that fourteen Britons had been hospitalised while tests were conducted to see if they had contracted the virus, and was highly critical of the government, particularly of the Health Secretary, Matt Hancock, for having waited until earlier that day before chairing the emergency COBRA meeting. The *Sun*, *which* had regularly attacked the Liberal Democrats for their anti-Brexit stance, now backed the Lib Dems' acting leader, Ed Davey, who was quoted stating that '\[i\]t's time Matt Hancock pulled his finger out'. It was classic tabloid stuff: exaggeration of the health risk (there were at that time no confirmed cases of the coronavirus in Britain), the *Sun* standing up for the public and attacking ministerial incompetence, the colloquial language of ordinary people.

*Daily Star Online* managed to interview (by telephone, presumably) Josh Nielsen, a young Australian trapped in Wuhan after the government effectively sealed off the city of eleven million inhabitants in an attempt to prevent the virus from spreading. Instructed just three days earlier to stock up with food and wear a face mask, he did not know if he had been infected because the symptoms did not manifest themselves for ten days. In addition, he was quoted stating that the full extent of the pandemic had only become evident when the emergency became global news that the Chinese authorities could no longer censor (O'Donoghue and Parker [@CR10]). Another of the *Star*'s most prominent stories that afternoon---a round-up of the weirdest or most disgusting dishes eaten in various parts of the world (Livesy [@CR7])---also established a connection to Wuhan since one of the hypotheses concerning the origin of the coronavirus linked it to the local delicacy of bat soup. A medical emergency that looked sure to worsen considerably was thus associated with a piece intended primarily to entertain.

*Mirror Online* focused on the inability of medical staff in Wuhan's overstretched hospitals to cope with the numbers of people requiring tests and/or treatment, and the Chinese government's extraordinary plan to build a new 1000-bed hospital in just five days (Kitching and Blanchard [@CR6]). The authors note that the Chinese authorities had learnt valuable lessons during the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) epidemic in Beijing in 2003, but they also point out that to get the bad news that the government tries to hide they rely on videos posted on social media.

Blanchard et al. ([@CR3]) for *MailOnline* focused on the foreigners unable to leave Wuhan and quoted an unnamed man who claimed to have many contacts among the international community in the city and reported that, 'Everyone is panicked and wants to leave the \[*sic*\] China and go back to their countries or at least move to a safer city in China'. A biostatistics researcher at Lancaster University was quoted saying that his calculations indicated that over the following two weeks the number of infected people in Wuhan alone would rise to around 250,000, and possibly to 350,000.

State-controlled Chinese television is hardly a reliable source of information and *Express Online* surprised no one by reporting that, 'China has been accused of covering up the true scale of the coronavirus crisis, which has already affected a suspected 1000 people across the globe' (Anderson [@CR1]). Western journalists who, even if they wished to go to Wuhan, could not do so had to seek news from whatever sources they could find. *Sina Weibo*, a Chinese microblogging site, is also subject to censorship but it seems that footage critical of government policy can be posted and will survive for a short period. While the government insisted that the city had been swiftly quarantined, Claire Anderson for the *Express* quoted the *Washington Post*, which had discovered that Wuhan Railway had posted on *Sina Weibo*, and then deleted, a report that 300,000 people had taken trains out of the city before the travel ban became effective.

Given the difficulty in obtaining credible news from Wuhan, the five tabloids considered here chose four distinct strategies: the *Star* and the *Mail* each managed to communicate with a foreigner living in the city; the *Mirror* focused less on the clinical aspects of the virus than on the plan to build a new hospital in under a week, a subject on which State television did not need to be treated with the same diffidence; the *Express* trawled Western and Chinese social media as well as American newspapers to create a coherent whole from a collection of fragments; the *Sun* got round the problem by concentrating on the British government's response to the emergency.

If all five tabloids gave prominence to one of the main news items identified by Reuters, they obviously did not neglect trivia, sex and gossip. Chapter 10.1007/978-3-030-47276-4_8 investigated the way the tabloids gleefully report the fall from grace of celebrities they themselves had helped to elevate to fame and fortune, while in Chapter 10.1007/978-3-030-47276-4_5 we saw how papers full of photos of young and nearly naked women are implacable in their condemnation of sex offenders, and on 24 January these characteristics were evident in reports in the *Mirror* and the *Sun* of the nine-year sentence handed to the singer Danny Tetley. He had shot to fame in 2018 following his appearances on ITV's musical talent show *X Factor*, but after his conviction for paying teenage boys to send him indecent photos of themselves the judge observed that his celebrity status was 'gone, tarnished and destroyed' (Saunders [@CR15]) and that his former fans would see him as 'a despicable creature' (Christodoulou and Vonow [@CR4]).

*MailOnline*'s celebrity gossip story concerned Meghan Markle and her decision to be interviewed on American TV by the comedian and chat show host Ellen DeGeneres, which represented 'a snub to BFF[^2^](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} Oprah' (Roundtree [@CR14]).

For sex, the *Star* turned to Adult Video News (AVN), the trade magazine of the adult video industry, and the awards ceremony (Adult Entertainment Expo) that it has organised every January since 1984. While the 2020 edition was in progress in Las Vegas, a female journalist for *Star Online* interviewed the porn star Lexi Lore, who explained that, 'The unique aspect of AVN Expo is that our industry has created a body-positive, liberating experience where performers and fans can join together in a safe, controlled environment' (Roberts [@CR12]). Pornography is presented as a perfectly legitimate business and there is no suggestion that it might be degrading for women.

*Mirror Online* had a second article about a minor celebrity's fall from grace with a piece on the former footballer, Jermain Pennant, who had been removed from the Sky Sports News programme after appearing to be drunk on-air (Prenderville [@CR11]), while the *Sun* matched the *Star*'s post on strange and/or revolting dishes from around the world with a survey of the fifteen best fish and chip shops in Britain (Coyle [@CR5]).

By far the most surprising of the fifteen articles given prominence on the afternoon of 24 January was one on the *MailOnline* site that was clearly sympathetic towards a French national whose application for permanent UK residency had been rejected by the Home Office. The *Daily Mail* had campaigned vigorously and with more than a touch of xenophobia for the Leave campaign during the months leading up to the Brexit referendum of 23 June 2016, and under Paul Dacre's long editorship it was never particularly concerned about unhelpful officialdom when the victims of unnecessary rigidity were foreigners. In September 2018, Dacre stepped down and was replaced by Geordie Greig, who had been editor of the sister paper *Mail on Sunday* and in 2016 had been in favour of Britain's remaining in the EU. On 24 January 2020, the influence of the new editor was plain to see. The first two sentences made it abundantly clear that the French citizen concerned had an impeccable case for permanent UK residency based on his professional expertise, his years living in Britain and his marital circumstances:"A French super-chef whose food has wowed the country for two decades today slammed the Home Office after he was denied permanent UK residency despite living in the country for 23 years.Claude Bosi, who has won two Michelin stars at his London restaurants, has lived in England for more than 20 years alongside his wife Lucy, who is believed to be British. (Robinson [@CR13])"

Later in the article, it emerged that Bosi had filled in the wrong form---he should have applied for EU Settled Status---and that the Home Office had contacted him to explain the correct procedure. Before September 2018, he might well have been described as a thick Frog who in twenty-three years had not learnt enough English to understand clear instructions on the Home Office's website, but under Geordie Greig's editorship being French was no longer enough in itself to provoke hostility.

In 2016, the *Express* had also been tenacious in urging the public to vote to leave the EU, and eight days before Brexit became a reality *Express Online* looked forward to Britain's imminent freedom to negotiate trade deals and invited readers to vote in a poll on whether Boris Johnson should prioritise a deal with the USA, the EU, Japan, Australia or some other country[^3^](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} (Mowat [@CR9]). That Brexit was now unstoppable did not mean that the *Express* had softened its attitude towards the European Union: on the same afternoon, an interview with Daniel Hannan, Conservative MEP from 1999 to the UK's last day as a member of the EU on 31 January 2020, focused on his claim that the European Parliament routinely breaks its own rules to discriminate against Eurosceptic parties and individuals (Bet [@CR2]).

From this very small sample of articles given prominence during a one-hour period one afternoon, several of the positive and negative characteristics of the tabloids are evident. Two Conservative-supporting papers took to task a Conservative government, and although in both cases the criticism was somewhat unfair---Health Secretary Matt Hancock was urged to pull his finger out when there were as yet no confirmed cases of the coronavirus in the UK, while to secure his settled status in the UK Monsieur Bosi only needed to go back to the Home Office's website and do things properly---the fact that those tabloids were so obviously not in thrall to power was no bad thing. Mercenary sex, with images of a young porn star revealing quite a lot of herself, earned no hint of disapproval from a female journalist, while a celebrity's voyeuristic obsession with underage boys and consequent imprisonment was reported with some relish. Megan Markle's preference for one chat-show host over another was given far more importance than it merited. A survey of the appalling things that only foreigners would be able to eat was contrasted with a celebration of good old British fish and chips. And although it was clear to even the most ardent opponent of Brexit that at 11.00 p.m. GMT on Friday 31 January Britain would be out of the EU, the *Express* could not resist a parting shot at the European Parliament.

Previous predictions of the imminent demise of this most British of institutions proved to be mistaken, and today it would be unwise to claim that social media are ringing the death knell for the popular press now that the digital versions of the tabloids are compensating for reduced sales of the paper editions. There are people who never have a good word to say about them but nevertheless read them online, while the more discerning understand that tabloid hacks, for all their questionable taste and sometimes dodgy practices, have the great virtue of being entirely traceable. Of course, they tabloid the truth, but because we know the business interests and political bias of their employers, we understand how and why they misreport things and can therefore read between the lines. This makes them rather predictable, as is evinced by the fact it is very easy to parody the style of individual titles and produce spoof headlines. 'Single mum of 12 pregnant with QUADS rehoused in MANSION, and YOU are paying for it!' could only be the *Daily Mail* giving a characteristically enlightened depiction of benefits claimants. Similarly, 'WORSE-OFFSTADT Glum Guy admits EU feeling the pinch after Bo Jo turns off dough flow' features the *Sun*'s typical use of puns, rhyme and colloquial language to deride that paper's least favourite European. Both of these spoof headlines are offensive: the first denies the tough reality of most single mothers' lives and the second mocks a perfectly decent man whose only crime is to be a Belgian who can pick holes in the case for sovereignism in very effective English. But if the papers responsible for such headlines were no longer around, I think we would miss them.

Notes {#FPar1}
=====

Meetings of the Cabinet Office Briefing Rooms (COBR) are usually held in briefing room A, hence the acronym COBRA.Presumably, the initials BFF are used in the sense of Best Friend Forever rather than the alternative of Big Fat Fuck.When the poll closed 7078 people had voted, 66% of whom indicated a deal with the USA as the top priority.
